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Why storm km-scale models? 
  

• For free: more realistic lower-boundary conditions orography and land-cover, 
bathymetry for through-flow, most of the variance in orography and simple things like 
resolving water sheds and precipitation intensity



lower boundary conditions

Mt Blanc: 4810 m

‚tradtional‘ climate model : 1394 m Storm-resolving climate model : 4018 m Hohenegger and Klocke, 2020



Why storm resolving models? 
  

• For free: more realistic lower-boundary conditions orography and land-cover, 
bathymetry for through-flow, most of the variance in orography and simple things like 
resolving water sheds and precipitation intensity 

• More physics (through less ‘physics’): resolve the dominant mode of energy transport in 
the tropics (vertical), eddies in the ocean, ice-leads using laws of physics



The challenge: about 2^28 more computations to go from resolving the horizontal to also resolve the vertical energy transport

10km
1000km



Why storm resolving models? 
  

• For free: more realistic lower-boundary conditions orography and land-cover, 
bathymetry for through-flow, most of the variance in orography and simple things like 
resolving water sheds and precipitation intensity 

• More physics (through less ‘physics’): resolve the dominant mode of energy transport in 
the tropics (vertical), eddies in the ocean, ice-leads using laws of physics 

• Scale interactions from small-scales to large scale circulation, process level air-sea 
interactions, better representation of extremes (of course, many issues remain, some 
new issues come up; it remains a model!) 

• Less equations, less lines of code, less assumptions and essentially simpler models 

• Convergent behaviour across scales



Why storm resolving models? 

• Information at scales relevant for impact on peoples life (eg. catchment scales) and on 
scales we observe the Earth 

• Maintains our science as a frontier application for new technologies (exa-scale 
computing, ai, virtualization - climate modelling today is no super computing application 
anymore) 

• Fascinating visualisations, a quality we should not underestimate 

• Out-of-sample look at climate 



climate models evolution
2013 2021

IPCC2021

Horizontal resolution

Vertical resolution

• CMIP models refine resolution slowly: complexity, scenarios, ensemble size, simulation length are prioritised 

Meanwhile, fastes computer: 
1993: 1 Tflop (FAR in 1990)

1995: 5 Tflop (SAR)

2001: 100 Tflop (TAR)

2007: 3 Pflop (AR4)

2013: 120 Pflop (AR5)

Now 1 Eflop (AR6)



Why storm resolving models? 
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computing, ai, virtualization - climate modelling today is no super computing application 
anymore) 

• Fascinating visualisations, a quality we should not underestimate 

• Out-of-sample look at climate 



An anecdote -part I 

M. Retsch and T. Mauritsen used 512 nodes of Mistral in its first days, 
for a 5 km aqua planet simulations with a throughput of about 3 SDPD 
(47 level). During the last days of Mistral, we ran the coupled model on 
420 nodes with a throughput of 30 SDPD (90 level atmosphere, 127 
level ocean). ~ factor 20! 

What happened: 
- multi-file restart (reading and writing) 
- asynchronous output 
- bug fixes, which allowed for a longer time-step 
- little (and big) optimisations here and there

Retsch et al. 2019



An anecdote -part II 

In the pre-access phase of Levante, A. Peinado ran the aqua planet 
comparable to Mauritsen and Retsch with 1.2 km resolution and 90 
level throughput of about 3 SDPD on 900 notes (a computation 100 
times as expensive). Now we run the coupled model (atmosphere, 
ocean, land) on the same number of notes with a throughput of 3 
SDPD. 

What happened: 
- little (and big) optimisations here and there

Peinado et al. (in preparation)



And levante has GPUs notes… 

Giorgetta et al., 2022

On Piz Daint: Intel Xeon E5-2690 v3 CP and NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU 

ICON atmosphere port to GPUs using openACC (huge contribution by CSCS in Switzerland)



Levante: currently only CPUs 
Juwels-Booster NVIDIA A100 GPUs 
Currently porting to Lumi with AMD GPUs



Developing heterogeneous setups 

Atmosphere on GPUs, Ocean on CPUs 

Juwels-Booster + Cluster 
Levante GPU+CPU 
LUMI-G+LUMI-C



Developing heterogeneous setups 

Atmosphere on GPUs, Ocean on CPUs, concurrent complexity (ie biogeochemistry) 

Juwels-Booster (NVIDEA) + Cluster 
Levante GPU (NVIDEA) + CPU 
LUMI-G (AMD) + LUMI-C

NEC at DWD (Vector machine)



Coupled 1.25 km simulations

Kamikaze

• About 10 SDPD on all of Levante (14. PF CPU) 
• Scaling tests on GPU ICON: ~half performance per PF GPU, with 10% of power -> 5 times the throughput per Watt 
• Frontier 1.1 EF machine: 2 SYDP, assuming we can only scale to 0.1 of Frontier -> 30 year 10 member ensembles in 6 months  
• Limit now is strong scaling (as for regional models) and the short time-step at high resolutions

https://swift.dkrz.de/v1/dkrz_a973e394-5f24-4f4d-8bbf-1a83bd387ccb/Kamikaze/map_slide.html


How to be faster in the future 

- ICON consists of a lot of code (grown organically) 
- Lot of dependencies 
- Lot of unused and untested code



How to be faster in the future 

- Open Source 
- Focus on clear and flexible (modular) code structure 
- Only needed and tested code, with little dependencies 
- A small code base has less bugs and allows to be agile and adapt to 

new technologies  

Moto: 
‘less code, more developers’ 
`No test, no code`



Summary

• Global coupled storm and ocean-eddy resolving climate simulations are possible and increasingly 
feasible. Even on todays super computers. Complete seasonal cycles were simulated with this new class 
of models, now targeting decades


• A new super computer is the trigger for speeding up simulations


• Improving code is worth a lot….


• Modern code allows to use new technologies, which safes energy


• New approaches and simpler structures will lay the basis for further improvements



Impressions from global 2.5 km coupled climate simulation (visualisation by Niklas Röber @NVIDIA)


